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- so few faculty members in digital comm., so many in computer area
- not much excitement here!
- since 2000, there are much less commercial activity in the 
communications field
- a great chance!
- happened three or four times in the history
- theoretician decided to do something practical
- in 70's, companies like Qualcomm and Motorola started then
- "If you want to find a good practical engineer, ... if you want to find 
somebody who will really do important things, find somebody who 
understands theory, who has decided that they suddenly want to start to 
do practical things."
- "I would suggest to all you, if you have theoretical leadings, to focus on 
some engineering also so you can become rich, ... So it's important."
- "He (Claude E. Shannon) had these ideas turning around in his head for 
about eight years while the second World War was going on. He was 
working on other things, which were, in fact, very important things, and 
he was doing those things for the government. He was working on aircraft 
control and things like that. He was working on cryptography. But he was 
just fascinated by these communication problems and he couldn't get his 
mind off them ..."
- toy problems
- a way to understand little pieces of reality
- "You take all of those and after you have all of these in your mind, you 
then start to study the real engineering"
- "That's the way all important systems get built, I claim!"
- "Important systems are not designed by the kinds of things you do in 
homework exercises. The things you do in homework exercises are designed 
to help you understand small pieces of problems. You have to understand 
those small pieces of problems in order to understand the whole 
engineering problems, but you don't do simulations to build a 
communications system"
- "Simulations are a big part of all of this, writing down equations are a 
big part of it. But when you're all done, if you design an engineering 
system and you don't see in your mind why the whole thing works, you will 
wind up with something like Microsoft Word. That's the truth."
- exercises for understanding simple models
- "What's important is you start to understand what assumptions in the 
problem lead to what conclusions. How if you change something, it changes 
something else."
- "... and the only way you can do that is having a catalog of the simple-
minded things in the back of your mind. Practical engineers get that by 
dealing with real systems day-to-day all their lives. They see 
catastrophes occur. Those things tell them what to avoid and what not to 
avoid. Students can do this in a much more efficient way."
- "If you look at the whole system and you try to understand it as a 
whole, you don't have prayer. There's no way to do it. These things work 
and they can be understood because they're very highly structured. They 
have simple architectural principles."
- "One of the major keys to making these things simpler is to have 
standardized interfaces and to have layering."

Introduction 
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A generic SDR

Five different layers/specialties
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What makes a good SDR ?

SNR Bandwidth

Alias Free Bandwidth

Sensitivity
ADC

Blocking

Dynamic Range

Images/Aliasing

EMC/EMI

RF Filtering/Preselection

Center DC Spike

Phase Noise

Frequency Stability

RF Design

Software
Community
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Ken Thompson (left), Dennis Ritchie (right)  Unix→

Richard M. Stallman (RMS)  FOSS and GNU→

Linus Torvalds  Linux→

Bjarne Stroustrup  C++→

Guido van Rossum  Python→

Dennis Ritchie  C and Unix→
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Stallman at TEDxFree and Open Source Software (FOSS)

file:///home/ali/Documents/ali_readings/GR_workshop/FOSS/Stallman_TEDx/TEDxGE2014_Stallman05_LQ.webm
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Who controls your computer? User or computer/program/developer/company?
Four freedoms (to control a program):

0  run as you wish for whatever purpose→
1  change the source→
2  redistribute exact copies (even selling)→
3  redistribute with changes→

Proprietary sw:
snoops on the user
tracks the user
restricts the user
remotely deletes sth (the book 1984 by amazon)
compell to install the harmful upgrade (by threatening to take away other functionality, e.g. sony)
change the sw (e.g. Microsoft through universal back door)
sabotage users (e.g. Microsoft when it tells the NSA about bugs in Windows, so it can use them to attack people's computers)
. . .

How to stop it?
GNU (1983)
Linux (1992)

1000+ distros
Adding non-free sw  convenience at the cost of freedom→
Free  demanding freedom→
Open source  changing the source, making the code better, fixing bugs  less important→ →
Obstacles:

1- big companies
2- media
3- school
4- hw

Stallman at TEDxFree and Open Source Software (FOSS)

file:///home/ali/Documents/ali_readings/GR_workshop/FOSS/Stallman_TEDx/TEDxGE2014_Stallman05_LQ.webm
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Free Software Foundation www.fsf.org:
nonprofit with a worldwide mission to promote computer user freedom 
defending the rights of all software users

Stallman at TEDxFree and Open Source Software (FOSS)

http://www.fsf.org/
file:///home/ali/Documents/ali_readings/GR_workshop/FOSS/Stallman_TEDx/TEDxGE2014_Stallman05_LQ.webm
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Unconventional/modern ways to make money

Transition era

FOSS product is the catalyst

Services and support:
• compiling
• maintenance
• training and workshops

Selling educational items:
• documentations
• examples

Non-free plug-ins:
• add-ons
• enterprise edition (dual-license)
• freemium (free+premium)
• hardware

Sponsors:
• they will use your project
• they are using your project

FOSS as a platform/database

What about money?
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UNIX-like OS

Ken Thompson (left), 
Dennis Ritchie (right)  UNIX→
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Pros:
✔ Free and open source
✔ Faster updates
✔ Consistency (crash, hang, ...)
✔ Security (less users + repo)
✔ Various distros
✔ Server,IoT,cloud,supercomputer,container
✔ No disk defragmentation
✔ Seperate kernel and GUI/Apps
✔ No driver
✔ Much more file systems
✔ Primary and logical
✔ Scalability (Wristwatch to spaceship)
✔ Live OS
✔ No restart for new HW
✔ App restart only
✔ No spy
✔ No registry
✔ Total control
✔ Small source files
✔ No distributing messages
✔ ...

Linux pros and cons

Richard M. Stallman
  → FOSS and GNU

Linus Torvalds  Linux→
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HGA about Linux
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Air Traffic Control in the United States
Self-Driving Cars
Tsunami Sensors
North Korea’s State-Run Operating System
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...

file:///home/ali/Documents/ali_readings/GR_workshop/FOSS/HajGholamAli.mp4
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Game Boy  vs.  Erector Set
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Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella
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Linux distributions (distros) : Debian family

Linux Distros:
 Android
 Arch  KISS, community→
 Debian  pc, server→
 Fedora  pc, server, cloud→
 Gentoo  hw→
 Slackware  stability and simplicity→
 Other
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Linux distributions (distros) : Red Hat/Fedora family
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Linux distributions (distros) : Gentoo family
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Linux distributions (distros) : others ...

www.linuxcd.ir

http://www.linuxcd.ir/
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Linux desktop environments
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C++ programming language

C++ ≈ C with classes

Bjarne Stroustrup  C++→

Dennis Ritchie  C→

www.isocpp.org

http://www.isocpp.org/
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C++ programming language

Pros:
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✔ Close to the metal
✔ If you learn it, you'll solve the worst case!
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Python programming language

Guido van Rossum  Python→
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Python programming language

Pros:
✔ General purpose
✔ Popular
✔ Simple and easy
✔ Portable
✔ Extensible
✔ Fast development time (3-5 x Java, 5-10 x C++)
✔ Edit/run cycle
✔ Foot is much more safe

Cons:
✗ Slow, but fast enough

Numpy + SciPy + Matplotlib
www.scipy.org

Guido van Rossum  Python→

http://www.scipy.org/
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TIOBE
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IEEE Spectrum
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https://techbeacon.com/programming-language-rankings-which-ones-matter

PYPL 
(PopularitY of Programming Language)

(till 2016)

https://techbeacon.com/programming-language-rankings-which-ones-matter
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GNU Radio

SW for SDR:

MATLAB/Simulink
HDSDR
SDRSharp
GNU Radio
LabVIEW
OSSIE
Redhawk
OpenBTS
IRIS
.
.
.

HW for SDR:

PERSEUS SDR
USRP
Red Pitaya
RTL-SDR
FUNcube dongle
AirSpy
HackRF
BladeRF
LimeSDR
XTRX
.
.
.
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SW for SDR:

MATLAB/Simulink
HDSDR
SDRSharp
GNU Radio
LabVIEW
OSSIE
Redhawk
OpenBTS
IRIS
.
.
.

HW for SDR:

PERSEUS SDR
USRP
Red Pitaya
RTL-SDR
FUNcube dongle
AirSpy
HackRF
BladeRF
LimeSDR
XTRX
.
.
.

GNU Radio is a framework that enables users to 
design, simulate, and deploy highly capable real-world 
radio systems. It is a highly modular, "flowgraph"-
oriented framework that comes with a comprehensive 
library of processing blocks that can be readily 
combined to make complex signal processing 
applications.
GNU Radio has been used for a huge array of real-
world radio applications, including audio processing, 
mobile communications, tracking satellites, radar 
systems, GSM networks, Digital Radio Mondiale, and 
much more - all in computer software.
It is, by itself, not a solution to talk to any specific 
hardware. Nor does it provide out-of-the-box 
applications for specific radio communications standards 
(e.g., 802.11, ZigBee, LTE, etc.,), but it can be (and 
has been) used to develop implementations of basically 
any band-limited communication standard
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GNU Radio

SW for SDR:

MATLAB/Simulink
HDSDR
SDRSharp
GNU Radio
LabVIEW
OSSIE
Redhawk
OpenBTS
IRIS
.
.
.

HW for SDR:

PERSEUS SDR
USRP
Red Pitaya
RTL-SDR
FUNcube dongle
AirSpy
HackRF
BladeRF
LimeSDR
XTRX
.
.
.

SDR HW

www.gnuradio.org
www.ettus.com

GNU Radio is a framework that enables users to 
design, simulate, and deploy highly capable real-world 
radio systems. It is a highly modular, "flowgraph"-
oriented framework that comes with a comprehensive 
library of processing blocks that can be readily 
combined to make complex signal processing 
applications.
GNU Radio has been used for a huge array of real-
world radio applications, including audio processing, 
mobile communications, tracking satellites, radar 
systems, GSM networks, Digital Radio Mondiale, and 
much more - all in computer software.
It is, by itself, not a solution to talk to any specific 
hardware. Nor does it provide out-of-the-box 
applications for specific radio communications standards 
(e.g., 802.11, ZigBee, LTE, etc.,), but it can be (and 
has been) used to develop implementations of basically 
any band-limited communication standard

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_software-defined_radios
http://www.gnuradio.org/
http://www.ettus.com/
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GNU Radio has two parts:

Multi-threading DEMO

1. library of signal processing blocks
2. scheduler and buffer allocator (pipelining, multi-threading) 
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GNU Radio applications:

Wi-Fi
LTE
TETRA
GSM
SatCom
WSN
Amateur radio
Ad-hoc networks
MIMO
OFDM
Zigbee
Bluetooth
DVB-T
DVB-S
Defence comm
.
.
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TETRA
GSM
SatCom
WSN
Amateur radio
Ad-hoc networks
MIMO
OFDM
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Bluetooth
DVB-T
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Defence comm
.
.
.

git and github  www.github.com

http://www.github.com/
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GNU Radio applications:

Wi-Fi
LTE
TETRA
GSM
SatCom
WSN
Amateur radio
Ad-hoc networks
MIMO
OFDM
Zigbee
Bluetooth
DVB-T
DVB-S
Defence comm
.
.
.

git and github  www.github.com
Comprehensive GNU Radio Archive Network  (CGRAN) http://www.cgran.org/

http://www.github.com/
http://www.cgran.org/
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USRP applications:

- selecting an USRP device

- selecting an RF DB

- verifying the operation of the USRP...

- synchronization and MIMO capability with USRP devices

- direction finding with USRP
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Advanced Issues

http://www.gnuradio.org/
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- VOLK www.libvolk.org
• Vector-Optimized Library of Kernels
• kernels of hand-writtern SIMD code for different mathematical operations
• SIMD architectures can be very different
• no perfect compiler for vectorization
• VOLK selects correct proto-kernel at runtime
• users just call VOLK kernel  portability for variety of platforms→

Advanced Issues

http://www.libvolk.org/
http://www.gnuradio.org/
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- VOLK www.libvolk.org
• Vector-Optimized Library of Kernels
• kernels of hand-writtern SIMD code for different mathematical operations
• SIMD architectures can be very different
• no perfect compiler for vectorization
• VOLK selects correct proto-kernel at runtime
• users just call VOLK kernel  portability for variety of platforms→

- RFNoC www.ettus.com/sdr-software/detail/rf-network-on-chip
• RF Network on Chip
• 3rd generation of USRPs
• network-distributed heterogeneous processing tool with a focus on FPGA in USRP
• seamless use of both host-based and FPGA-based processing in an application

- GPU

Advanced Issues

http://www.libvolk.org/
http://www.ettus.com/sdr-software/detail/rf-network-on-chip
http://www.gnuradio.org/
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- VOLK www.libvolk.org
• Vector-Optimized Library of Kernels
• kernels of hand-writtern SIMD code for different mathematical operations
• SIMD architectures can be very different
• no perfect compiler for vectorization
• VOLK selects correct proto-kernel at runtime
• users just call VOLK kernel  portability for variety of platforms→

- RFNoC www.ettus.com/sdr-software/detail/rf-network-on-chip
• RF Network on Chip
• 3rd generation of USRPs
• network-distributed heterogeneous processing tool with a focus on FPGA in USRP
• seamless use of both host-based and FPGA-based processing in an application

- GPU
- embedded wiki.gnuradio.org/index.php/Embedded_Development_with_GNU_Radio

• to date mostly focused on
1- TI OMAP3 (ARM Cortex-A8)
2- TI Keystone II
3- TI BeagleBoard (ARM Cortex-A8)
4- Xilinx Zynq

• developing:
1- Nvidia Jetson TK1
2- Wandboard (quad)
3- Odroid

Advanced Issues

http://www.libvolk.org/
http://www.ettus.com/sdr-software/detail/rf-network-on-chip
http://wiki.gnuradio.org/index.php/Embedded_Development_with_GNU_Radio
http://www.gnuradio.org/
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The ISEE-3 reboot project

Arecibo observatory
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Examples with GRC

The environment
Time, frequency, constellation, waterfall
AWGN
Audio 
Spectrum analyzer
FM-RX
FM-TRX
QAM BER calculation
PSK TRX
OFDM TRX
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Python  (Python 3.x, emphasis on OOP) 
C++     (emphasis on OOP, IT++)
GR      (Guided Tutorial, GR source code: gr-blocks, gr-analog)
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Conclusions
✔ SDR 
✔ Linux (distros and desktops)
✔ Python
✔ C++
✔ GNU Radio
✔ USRP

- C++(80%) , Python(15%) , Linux(5%)

- pros { real-world, realizable on all HW, making money, saving money, 
design power, acceptance rate, instrumentation, … }
- cons { SW skills, no feedback, poor manual, … }
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) ع  ) الباقر قال

یَعلَم         لَم ما الله عَلَّمُه یَعلَم بما عَِمَل َمن
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Thanks!

Questions?



بخش دوم

SDRسخت افزارهای 

:ارائه دهنده



فهرست مطالب

SDRمروری بر مفاهیم کلی  

SDRانواع پیکربندی سخت افزارهای 

FPRFها

SDRسخت افزارهای 

نحوه تست سخت افزار



SDRمروری بر مفاهیم کلی  



4

قدیمفرستنده های نسل -گیرنده

ساختار کامال آنالوگ.
عدم امکان پیکربندی مجدد.

ناسازگار با الگوریتمهای پردازشی
DSP Based.

SDR :
Software Defined Radio

Software Defined Radar
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SDRتعریف 

(Software Defined Radio)

SDR

تعداد قطعات محدود و مجتمع.
قابل پیکربندی مجدد.

سازگار با الگوریتمهای پردازشی
DSP Based.
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6

SDRدر یک نگاه



SDRانواع پیکربندی سخت افزارهای 



انواع پیکربندی ها

SuperHeterodyne
Direct RF 
Sampling

Direct Conversion

انواع پیکربندی های سخت افزار رادیونرم افزار

8
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Antenna
BPF BPF

Band 

Select

Filter

Channel 

Select 

Filter

Tuning Control

BPF

Image 

Reject 

Filter

BPF

Gain Control

Channel 

Select 

Filter

LPF ADC

Anti-alias

Filter

DDC

Clock Distribution

DSP

DSP

DSP Cluster

Network 

Interface

Superheterodyneپیکربندی 



BPF

Low Noise 

Amplifier
Band 

Select

Filter

پیکربندی
Direct RF Sampling

10

ωIF

Desired

Channel

Image

Cos(ωLO-ωIF)Cos(ωLO)=Cos(2ωLO-ωIF)+Cos(ωIF)

Cos(ωLO+ωIF)Cos(ωLO)=Cos(2ωLO+ωIF)+Cos(ωI

F)

Antenna

Receive Band

Desired

Channel

Out-of-band 

Interferers

In-band 

Interferers

Receive Band

Band 

Select

Filter

Gain Control

ADC

Anti-alias

Filter

DDC

Clock Distribution

DSP

DSP

DSP Cluster

Network 

Interface

BPF
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پیکربندی
Direct RF Sampling
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Direct Conversion (Zero-IF)پیکربندی  

BPF

Low Noise 

Amplifier
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Filter
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Control
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*Conceptually
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Filter
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Control
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LPF ADC
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Filter
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LPF ADC
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fADC/20-fADC/2
ADC Output

Anti-alias

filter

LO 

feedthrough

Unsupressed 

Quadrature 

Image

Other name:

- Zero-IF.

- Homodyne.



FPRFها
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Field programmable RF (FPRF) is 

a class of radio frequency 

transceiver microchip that 

mimics the concept of an FPGA 

(field programmable gate array) 

in the RF domain to deliver a 

multi-standard, multi frequency 

device.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transceiver
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_programmable_gate_array








تا 120MHzپهنای باند 
12GHzفرکانس 

بزودی به بازار می 
آید



ی مدل پیشرفته تر این آ
است AD9371سی که 

نیز به بازار آمده است



SDRسخت افزارهای 



طراحی مفهومی

طراحی مقدماتی

شبیه سازی

FPGA وDSP

تست

زمان و انرژی

هزینه و نیرو

21



طراحی مفهومی

طراحی مقدماتی

شبیه سازی

FPGA وDSP

تست

طراحی مفهومی

طراحی مقدماتی

شبیه سازی

USRP, RTL, HackRF,…

FPGA وDSP

تست

22



https://www.rtl-sdr.com/roundup-software-defined-radios/

SDRانواع سخت افزارهای رایج 

نوع 60بیش از 
!!!سخت افزار



طیف فرکانسی شهر تهران

(1GHzالی 30MHzاز )طیف فرکانسی شهر تهران

طیف بسیار 
!!!شلوغ است



(داخلجهت حذف سیگنالهای ت)استفاده از بانک فیلتر

SFB
(Switched 

Filter Bank)



(داخلجهت حذف سیگنالهای ت)استفاده از بانک فیلتر

بانک فیلترهای متعددی در فرکانس های مختلف و با مشخصات 
متنوع بصورت آماده و با قیمت مناسب در بازار جهانی موجود 

این بانک فیلترها براحتی قابل خرید خارجی می باشد . است

Switched Filter Bank



USRP[1]باشند که توسط شرکت افزارها میها طیف وسیعی از رادیو نرمEttus

Research و شرکت مادر آنNational Instrumentsانددطراحی و عرضه شدده .
افدزاری ارزان قیمتدی بدرایاین بود تا یک پلتفرم سختUSRPهدف از خانواده 

هدا و هدای تحیییداتی، دانشدگاهافزار باشد، و عموماً توسط آزمایشدگاهرادیو نرم
ها به USRP. شودآماتورها استفاده می

بده افزار قدرمتندی راهای رادیو نرمدهند تا سیستممهندسین این امکان را می
. سازی کنندسرعت طراحی و پیاده

[1] Universal Software Radio Peripheral

USRPمعرفی 



USRP نوعB210

USRP B210 SDR Kit - Dual Channel 

Transceiver (70 MHz - 6GHz) - Ettus 

Research

Features:

First fully integrated, two-channel USRP 

device with continuous RF coverage from 

70 MHz – 6 GHz

Full duplex, MIMO (2 Tx & 2 Rx) operation 

with up to 56 MHz of real-time bandwidth 

(61.44MS/s quadrature)

Fast and convenient SuperSpeed USB 3.0 

connectivity



USRP نوعX300/X310

USRP X300 (KINTEX7-325T/410T FPGA, 

2 CHANNELS, 10GIGE AND PCIE BUS)

Features

Two wide-bandwidth RF daughterboard 

slots 

Up to 160MHz bandwidth each

Daughterboard selection covers DC to 

6 GHz

Large customizable Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA 

for high performance DSP (XC7K325T)



TwinRXداتربورد نوع 

TwinRX USRP Daughterboard (10 MHz - 6 

GHz, 80 MHz BW, 2 RX)

Features

Frequency range: 10 MHz - 6 GHz

Bandwidth: 80 MHz per channel

Channels: Two-stage superheterodyne, 2 

RX, Independent tuning

Only Receiver!!!



 HackRFمعرفی 

 1بازه فرکانسیMHz 6تاGHz

 اتصال به کامپیوتر طریق پورتUSB

 20نرخ نمونه برداریMSPS

ADC 48بیت داشته و رنج دینامیکی 8رزولوشنdBدهدارائه می
 تغذیه ماژول از طریق پورتUSB

 سازگار باGNU Radio ،SDR# و...
افزاریبندی به صورت نرمگین دریافت و ارسال و فیلتر باند پایه قابل پیکره
 ورودی و خروجی کالک برای همزمانی چندینHackRF( بعنوان مثال برایMIMO)
 توانTX 10تا 0بینdBmاست

 ماکزیموم توان قابل تحمل درRX(جهت نسوختن قطعه )-5dBmاست



BladeRFمعرفی 

•Fully bus-powered USB 3.0 SuperSpeed

Software Defined Radio 

•Portable, handheld form factor: 5" by 3.5" 

•Extensible gold plated RF SMA connectors 

•300MHz - 3.8GHz RF frequency range 

•Independent RX/TX 12-bit 40MSPS quadrature sampling 

•Capable of achieving full-duplex 28MHz channels 

•2x2 MIMO configurable with SMB cable, 

expandable up to 4x4 



LimeSDRمعرفی 

•Fully bus-powered USB 3.0 SuperSpeed

Software Defined Radio 

•Portable, handheld form factor: 5" by 3.5" 

•Extensible gold plated RF SMA connectors 

•300MHz - 3.8GHz RF frequency range 

•Independent RX/TX 12-bit 40MSPS quadrature sampling 

•Capable of achieving full-duplex 28MHz channels 

•2x2 MIMO configurable with SMB cable, 

expandable up to 4x4 



UmTRXمعرفی 

• Tuning range   :   300 MHz - 3.8 GHz

• Sampling rate  : 12-bit up to 40 MSPS (13 MSPS default)

• RF bandwidth     :     up to 28 MHz

• Frequency stability :   0.1 ppm [3] without GPS lock, <0.01 
ppm with GPS lock

• Interface  : Gigabit Ethernet

• Price         :  $1300



SDRPlayمعرفی 

•Robust and strong plastic
•Continuous coverage from 10casekHz to 2 GHz
•12-bit ADC silicon technology (not another 8-bit dongle!)
•Built-in High-Performance front-end filters
•Up to 10 MHz bandwidth
•Good sensitivity and selectivity
•Low noise floor
•Simple USB interface (type B socket)
•SMA antenna socket
•Powers over the USB cable





SDRبکمک کارت صوتی

Flex Radioمعرفی 



RTL2832معرفی دانگل 



RTL-SDRانواع تیونرها برای 



E4000معماری تیونر 



E4000مشخصات فنی تیونر 



(ادامه)E4000مشخصات فنی تیونر 



R820T/T2معماری تیونر 



R820T/T2مشخصات فنی تیونر 



نحوه تست سخت افزار



تست سخت افزار
تزریق سیگنال 

سینوسی در ورودی
آنتن

ذخیرررره سررریگنال 
Qو  Iخروجرری

ال فیلتر های دیجیتر
در کامپیوتر

پردازش در کامپیوتر

این تست، کل سخت افزار سیستم را تست
و راستی آزمایی می کند



شو عدد نویز از روی سیگنال رسیده به بخش پردازSNRتخمین •

Noise 
Power



با تشكر از حسن
توجه
شما

09124477481:        همراه 
محمد هادی کرمی عطا:        همراه 

87761249:        تلفن
89779144:    دورنگار
www.rastfan.com: وبسایت

طراحفنرستگارمهندسیفنیموسسه
30پالک–لوملکخ-خاورراهچهار-غربیفرجام-نارمک-تهران

http://www.rastfan.com/
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